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These days, especially, the attention is increasing in high technology
of sensors designed for various uses in biological matter, biomedicine,
drug improvement, security, nutrition safety and ecological monitoring
and measuring. The system of these sensors should typically be handy
and economical, on condition that quick response with reliability, high
sensitivity, and negligible false-reading counts are provided [1].
Biosensors have a multi-disciplinary nature including: biology,
chemistry, physics, instrumentation, electronics, optics, and market.
The biosensors are detecting devices that combine a transducer with
biologically sensitive and selective components. Biosensors can quantity
combinations existing in the environment, chemical procedures, food
and human body at inexpensive charge in comparison with traditional
techniques [2].
This editorial article briefly focuses on an overview of Biosensors,
examples and providing a new vista of developments and applications.
Biosensors have broad prospective applications in such dissimilar
domains as screening and monitoring of public and personal health,
pathology, environmental monitoring (e.g. the detection of pesticides,
river water contaminants, etc.), bioprocess, criminology, civil defense,
and within the industry of food, water quality and beverage for safety.

with the analyte of concern. This quantifies via the bio-transducer that
produces a quantifiable signal related to the level of the objective analyte
in the sample. The overall purpose of a biosensor design is to allow swift,
appropriate trial at the point of consideration where the samples were
obtained [5]. In Figure 2, a scheme of a biosensor system is shown.
Biosensors are generally located in different positions as listed below.

1. In-vivo: In this case, a biosensor takes place inside a body or a
living organism.

2. In-vitro: An in-vitro biosensor is one that functions in a culture
dish, test tube, or somewhere else outside a living being.

3. At-line: A biosensor is applied in a line of production where
a sample can be searched out, analysed, and a conclusion can
be reached whether or not the continuation of the production
should happen. The monitoring of lactose in a dairy processing
plant can be mentioned as an example [6].

Biosensors are confidently well-known in clinical chemical analysis
applications. While different Biosensors in the lab, and in point-ofcare for measurement of blood metabolites such as glucose, lactate,
urea and creatinine, using both electrochemical and optical modes of
transduction are commercially developed and typically used, difficulties
competing with traditional immunoassay based mainly on sensitivity
requirements still exist [3].
Progresses in biosensor and biodetection technologies embrace
possibilities to modernize healthcare and diagnosis over well-being
level, illness initiation and growth evaluations by non-invasive
techniques [3,4] (Figure 1).
As can be seen in Figure 1, biosensors normally are made of biorecognition and bio-transducer components, plus an electronic system
that includes a signal amplifier, processor, and a display unit. The
bio-recognition component, regularly named a bio-receptor, utilizes
molecules of bio-receptors modeled after bio-systems to act together

Figure 2: Scheme of a biosensor system.
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Figure 1: Biosensor-related elements: from samples to electronic systems.
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Therefore, an elimination of lab work can speed up the process and can
save time and money. The simplicity of a lab-on-a-chip in comparison
to a traditional lab is schematically shown in Figure 3.
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analysis

In conclusion, in the near future, biosensors technology would be a
widespread phenomenon in various applications across the food supply
chain, pest control, animal production, healthcare, biosecurity, defence,
vehicle and transportation, etc.

Figure 3: Both processes of a traditional chemical lab and a lab-on-a-chip
devices. The lab-on-a-chip device is much smaller and faster than traditional
lab methods [8].

4. In-line: An in-line biosensor can be located within a line of

production to examine a variable with continuous production,
which is possible to be automated fully. The water purification
is one of applications of an in-line biosensor.

After all, biosensor would become a common issue in many
engineering and non-engineering even not limited to Bioengineering,
Biomedicine and other mentioned domains.
The most important future challenges for biosensors consist of: size,
remote operation, reliability, sensitivity, accuracy, sample handling,
telemetry and range of analytes. All of these issues need to be considered
in the designs, implementations and research plans for Biosensors.
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